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AFRICA--BIBLIOGRAPHY.

AFRICAN AMERICANS--EDUCATION (HIGHER)--BIBLIOGRAPHY.

BANKRUPTCY--UNITED STATES.

CIVIL PROCEDURE--TEXAS.
Soaking up some CLE: a South Texas litigation seminar. Austin, Tex.: State Bar of Texas, 2008. KFT1740.A75 S63 2008

CONSUMER CREDIT--LAW AND LEGISLATION--UNITED STATES.

EMIGRATION AND IMMIGRATION LAW--UNITED STATES.
EMPLOYEE FRINGE BENEFITS--LAW AND LEGISLATION--UNITED STATES.
KF3509.A75 E47 2008

ENCyclopediaS AND DICTIONARIES--INDEXES.
Mirwis, Allan. Subject encyclopedias: user guide, review citations, and keyword index.
Z5848 .M57 1999

ESTATE PLANNING--TEXAS--CONGRESSES.
Nuts and bolts of estate planning and probate. Austin, Tex.: State Bar of Texas, 2008.
KFT1340.A75 N88 2008

JURY SELECTION--TEXAS.
12th annual Choosing and courting a jury course. Austin, Tex.: State Bar of Texas, 2008.
KFT1742.A75 C46 2008

LAW--AFRICA--BIBLIOGRAPHy.
Bruxelles, Presses universitaires de Bruxelles 1972
KQC2 .V358 1972

LEADERSHIP.
HD57.7 .H48 1996

TREATIES--INDEXES.
JX171 .B68 1984

UNITED STATES. CONGRESS--BIBLIOGRAPHy.
Z7165.U5 M285 1994

UNITED STATES. HEARTLAND, HABITAT, HARVEST, AND HORTICULTURE ACT OF 2008.
Chicago, Ill.: CCH, 2008.
KF6276.649 .C53 2008

WATER RIGHTS--TEXAS.
KFT1646.A75 .N88 2008
WHISTLE BLOWING--BIBLIOGRAPHY.
   Z7164.C81 B763 1984

WOMEN'S RIGHTS--UNITED STATES--BIBLIOGRAPHY.
   Z7964.U49 K75
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